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 It's Been a Testing Time

"Software testing proves the
existence of bugs not their
absence."

- Anonymous



A WORD FROM THE TESTING MANAGER

By Vinay Gunwat

Over last few weeks we have tested the new iPads
and the Siren application running on them. 

A team of 12+ paramedics have been involved in
testing the new system and has provided valuable
feedback on the availability of different applications
on iPad, ease of use or issues with the settings on the
device and functional issues or enhancements for
the iOS version of Siren.

WHAT HAS BEEN TESTED

We have tested the interaction of the new iOS Siren with the PDS service to retrieve the
patient demographics from national Spine. We've tested the integration with the national
GP Connect system to view the Summary Record present within the patient's GP system.

This week, we are progressing with the testing of the CAD interface and expect to have
completed this soon.

Multi-system interactions
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DEBUGGING PROCESS

 
From all this testing a number of issues,
changes, enhancements etc. have been
identified and these are being regularly reviewed
by the project team, the clinical leads involved
with the programme and the suppliers. 

Where an item is deemed important, we are
pushing for its resolution either a fix to the
system or a process change so we can clear the
path for deployment to Live, with only low
priority issues left outstanding. 

These will be fixed over the next releases
coming in while the system gets rolled out to
more regions. 

Prioritising fixes

https://eastamb.sharepoint.com/sites/ePCRUpdates


We are
here!

SOFTWARE TESTING

Infrastructure preparation
Medusa ePCR End to End validation
User testing package
EEAST sign off
Siren Data Analytics (reporting) 

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Infrastructure setup and software installation
in preparation for user acceptance testing.
Five stages of testing:

DEFINE, CREATE AND AUTHORISE

1.       Project Planning Documentation
2.       Project Kick Off with Stakeholders

Define the scope, objectives, and the course of
action required to ensure a successful
implementation

CONFIGURE THE SOFTWARE

Configuration workshop sessions
 Update and review cycle of all the changes
made in previous workshops

1.
2.

For Medusa to understand EEAST unique
configuration requirements and implement
them against the base configuration

SOFTWARE, DEVICE AND TRAINING

PILOT 

Medusa Train the Trainer Sessions
EEAST End User Training (Pilot Group)
Go-Live (Pilot) 

1.
2.
3.

Establish training methodology and
documentation, test software end to end in pilot
region 

FEEDBACK, IMPROVEMENT AND

REGIONAL ROLL OUT

 1. Feedback from Pilot
2. Train the Trainers feedback
3. EEAST End User training feedback
4. Staggered regional Go Live
5. Regional feedback  as part of the 'continuous
improvement model'

Collect feedback and debug any issues

PCR SOFTWARE IMPLEMENTATION APPROACHe
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GO LIVE PREPARATION 

By Phil Elvidge ePCR Lead for Bedfordshire

It's been an exciting couple of weeks in Bedfordshire
as staff started receiving their new iPads.
 
Staff are already accessing the new Siren Nova app
to look at the improved layout and create practice
records.
 
There are a whole host of clinical apps for the staff to
explore and of course many of them have started
downloading apps that they can use in their own
time.
 
The count down to Go Live has truly started, we are
looking forward to using the iPads and new Siren
Nova App with real patients.

TRAINING 

The majority of Bedfordshire staff had their iPads delivered by
Friday 19th Feb. This has made it easier for team members to do the
eLearning on Evolve.

It has also made delivering and attending virtual classrooms more
accessible for trainers and staff. I’d like to thank my team of
trainers and superusers for the excellent work they are doing
supporting our staff with iPad setups and Siren Training.

We aim to have at least 80% of the Bedfordshire workforce complete
their iPad and ePCR training before we Go Live mid-March. 

iPad and ePCR Training Completion Rates

SUPPORT STAFF

A critical part of having a successful Go Live is access to  24/7
support during the first few days to troubleshoot any
unexpected issues and assist individuals get up and running
as smoothly as possible. 

The 24/7 support team will be made up of the ePCR Project
Team Members, AGMs, LOMS, Trainers, Super Users and the
EEAST IT Support Desk. 

24/7 Assistance
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